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There was a young girl named Violette 
She dated a navy piollette 
He took her for a spin 
She threw up all over him 
And changed her name to Jane 
 



 

 
 
There was a young dentist with a drill 
He gave his patients quite a thrill 
A shot of novocaine 
Eliminated all pain 
And they came back again and again 
and again 



 
 
There was an ancient Roman 
He really was quite a slow man 
He was late at the forum 
Where they awaited a quorum 
When he arrived they could finally 
begin 
 
 



 

 
 
 
In Delft lived the artist Vermeer 
His model always was near 
His camera obscura 
Caused quite a furor 
When he painted a pearl on her ear 



 

 
 
 
Gödel was quite deferential 
When reading a poem self-referential 
He was said to be discreet 
If the poem was incomplete 
But no one could ever quite prove it 
 



 
 
There was a famous therapist in Kuwait 
He specialized in patients who couldn't 
help being late 
Not one ever paid him on time 
In fact he never collected a dime 
To this day not one has ever shown up 
for a session 



 

 
A professional journal addressed to my 
dentist 
The cover showed rich people playing 
golf and tennis 
Investment advice made his life very 
nice 
But not a word about root canals, 
crowns, bicuspids or molars 
 



 

We used to have a loud demonstration 
and an occasional riot 
But now things have grown refined and 
quiet 
Without mussing a strand of your styled 
hair 
You have a polite "conversation in the 
public square" 
As explained by a commentator using 
perfect syntax, diction, and grammar 



 
 
 
There were two hefty ladies in a canoe 
One moved her large hip 
They started to tip 
But the other counterbalanced just in 
time 



 

 
 
 
 
There was a turtle with a bright green 
shell 
One day he slipped into the well 
 



The beautiful illuminated manuscript was taken from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illuminated_manuscript and 
depicts The marriage of Girart to Bertha from the Roman 
de Girart de Roussillon, c. 1450 
 


